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ABSTRACT

Efficient shaping of international security depends on the activity of numerous 
entities, particularly on the functioning of organizations such as nato and 
the European union . The article presents the contribution of these unions of 
democratic states to global peace-building and indicates the desired directions 
of transformation aimed at developing their power, solidarity and credibility . 
These are the factors that condition the organizations’ central role in shaping 
Euro-atlantic and global security . attention has been also paid to the need for 
strengthening cooperation between these organizations, which results from 
new, complex challenges and threats emerging in the currently very unstable 
security environment, which could not be dealt with by nato and even less by 
the Eu on their own . Thanks to close cooperation, the organizations have more 
possibilities and resources to react to various crisis situations as well as they can 
achieve the desired effect of synergy . Thus power and effectiveness of the Eu 
and nato is conditioned by their common and consistent security policy .
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Introduction

The contemporary environment of international security is dynamic, variable 
and complex, which makes it difficult to forecast its possible development . 
apart from traditional military threats whose scale is now much smaller than in 
the 20th century (huzarski, 2009, p . 22), there has been increasing emergence of 
non-military threats that are of far more important nature and have greater in-
fluence than in the past . Thus apart from the military-political security threats, 
there are now dangers in such areas as politics, economy, science and technology, 
ideology, culture, as well as dangers related to issues of humanitarian, social and 
ecological nature . (dawidczyk, 2001, p . 17) . it should be noted that contemporary 
security environment is characterized also by blurring of the boundary between 
its military and non-military dimensions (Strategia…, 2014, p . 17) . The catalogue 
of threats that are currently observed or that can appear in the future is continu-
ously expanding, and is characterized by its variety, great intensity and scope 
of influence as well as unpredictability of its scale and effects . Therefore solving 
a plethora of problems that are present in the contemporary world requires 
complex and coordinated actions on both global and regional levels as well as 
engagement of many different entities of international relations, not only states, 
particularly superpowers, but also international organizations such as nato 
or the European union (the Eu) . The increase in importance and prestige of 
these organizations, combined with their intensive activity, can effectively shape 
the architecture of international security in the 21st century through counteract-
ing and combating various threats of both military and non-military nature . 
What comes as important is integration and consolidation of the areas of their 
activity and efforts, achieved mainly through following a common and consis-
tent security policy, which is a prerequisite for the desired effect of synergy and 
thus greater effectiveness of these organizations .

1. Characteristics of NATO and the European Union as leading  
 organizations of international security

since it was established (1949), the north atlantic treaty organization (nato) 
has considered ensuring freedom and security to all of its member states as its 
primary goal, to be achieved by political and military means . nato is therefore 
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an international organization of a military-political character and at the same 
time an allied bloc security system . What is of particular importance for the in-
terests of its member states is article 5 of the north atlantic treaty (the Washing-
ton treaty) – a legal document which is the base for nato’s activity . The article 
says that an external armed attack against one or more of its member states shall 
be considered an attack against the organization . This casus foederis formula is 
a particular expression of military solidarity between the members of the alli-
ance 1 . The system of nato’s activity is based on the rule that common security 
of the member states is indivisible, which means that:
 – no member state has to rely exclusively on its own national defence and 

economic resources to counteract threats to its security; it can rely on 
the support of nato states-parties;

 – no member state shall withdraw from its alliance obligations towards 
the other states in case of threat to their security .

The alliance is a unique community, a great family of (currently) 29 Euro-
atlantic states which share values such as liberty, democracy, rule of law, and 
human rights . according to the resolutions of the treaty, each member state is 
obliged to maintain peace and security as well as develop amicable international 
relations .

nato’s aims and tasks as well as the method of their realization until 
the end of the second decade of the 21st century were stipulated in the nato 
new strategic Concept, adopted during the 22nd summit in lisbon, held on 
19–20 november 2010 . The alliance’s core tasks included collective defence, 
crisis management (counteracting crises), and cooperative security . Collective 
defence of the territory of the alliance was considered the pillar of nato . it is 
a foundation indispensable for coherence and effectiveness of the alliance . Crisis 
management is related to the employment of political and military tools in order 
to manage developing crises and conflicts which are outside the alliance borders 
but have the potential to affect its security . Cooperative security is achieved 
through activities aimed at strengthening international security, including 
partnerships with relevant states and other international organizations; active 
contribution to arms control, non-proliferation and disarmament; and “keeping 

1 The term “alliance” in lexicon publications is defined as “a bilateral or multilateral 
international agreement, in which the parties oblige to provide mutual aid in a situation 
defined by them” . see: Wielka encyklopedia PWN, Warszawa 1976, p . 576 . in turn, casus 
foederis means a situation (defined in the alliance) that causes (imposes) an obligation to 
provide aid .
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the door to membership in the alliance open to all European democracies that 
meet nato’s standards” (cf . nato, 2010) . security and defense policy of nato 
is based on joining its member states’ military, political and economic potentials 
to achieve common goals . What remains the foundation of nato’s operational 
capabilities is the nuclear and conventional power of the us, which is the most 
important guarantee of Euro-atlantic security (Czulda, 2013) .

during the 70 years of its existence, nato has developed efficient procedures 
of functioning both in the political and military context; it also has substantially 
contributed to building international security . after the end of the Cold War and 
the beginning of political and system transformations in the states of Central 
and Eastern Europe, the alliance extended its competence . at the beginning 
of the 1990s, it pledged to support peace operations conducted under the aus-
pices of the united nations or other security organizations, also those beyond 
the scope of its responsibility stipulated in the Washington treaty  2 . This in-
creased nato’s ability to influence international security . since 1991 the alli-
ance’s member states have participated in 35 military or civil-military missions 
conducted outside article 5, mainly in the territory of states faced with crises 
or armed conflicts . Their aim was to establish peace and stabilize situations as 
well as combat international terrorism and provide humanitarian aid . The great-
est and most important operations have been conducted by the alliance in 
the Balkans, involving the implementation forces (ifor) and the stabilization 
forces (sfor) in Bosnia and herzegovina, the Kosovo force (Kfor) in Kosovo; 
there were also the operation international security assistance force (isaf) in 
afghanistan and the operation unified protector in libya .

The turbulent and unpredictable contemporary security environment forces 
nato to keep evolving so that it increases its ability of effective reaction to new 
challenges and threats of the 21st century . The organization should aim at trans-
forming from the alliance of political-military nature to a wide consultation and 
cooperation forum of various entities, tasked with broad-based world security . 
Global challenges and threats require global approach, so nato should be open 
to dialogue, cooperation and partnership with other countries and international 
organizations such as the European union .

2 resolutions on providing support in the implementation of peacekeeping missions 
conducted under the authority of the un security Council were made in the so-called 
london declaration, which was a result of talks between heads of states and government 
representatives of nato member states in July 1990 . detailed assumptions were adopted 
at the north atlantic Council meeting in Brussels in January 1994 .
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The European union (the Eu) was founded on the basis of the treaty on 
European union (the Maastricht treaty) in 1992, which came into force the fol-
lowing year . The treaty established the Common foreign and security policy 
(Cfsp), whose role was to include all issues related to the Eu’s security, including 
the gradual formulation of common defense policy as well as establishment of 
common defense in the future 3 . What was agreed upon as the integral part of 
Cfsp was the common security and defence policy, which was to ensure the Eu’s 
operational capability based on the civil and military means of its member states . 
The Eu intended to use them in their activities conducted outside its territory, in 
compliance with the Charter of the united nations, such as missions aimed at 
peacekeeping, conflict prevention, and strengthening of international security .

What had a great influence on adapting the Eu to new challenges and threats 
of the 21st century was the lisbon treaty   4, signed in december 2007 . its aim 
was to strengthen the power democracy as well as the efficiency and dynam-
ics of the organization’s activities, which would result in better preparation of 
the Eu to new global threats and challenges . also the Eu’s competence related 
to Cfsp was extended . The lisbon treaty for the first time introduced a clause 
on common defence, which connects the Eu’s member states in a particular 
way . it means that any member state attacked in its own territory can count 
on support of the other states obliged to provide aid  5 . The member states can 
participate in military and humanitarian missions (undertake operational 
activities), also in third states . Their primary goal is to maintain peace and 
strengthen international security . These activities are based on civil and military 
means provided by Eu states . The assumptions and scope of the so-called Eu 

3 The treaty on the European union was signed in 1992 by the following countries: 
Belgium, denmark, france, Greece, spain, the netherlands, ireland, luxembourg, Ger-
many, portugal, Great Britain and italy . article 42 section 7 stated that: “if a Member 
state is the victim of armed aggression on its territory, the other Member states shall have 
towards it an obligation of aid and assistance by all the means in their power, in accordance 
with article 51 of the united nations Charter” .

4 The lisbon treaty was signed by the leaders of the 27 Member states . it came into 
force on december 1, 2009; the treaty was introduced instead of the rejected Constitution 
for Europe . it assumed the reform of Eu institutions, so it is also called the reform treaty . 
The treaty gives the European union legal personality and makes the European union 
the successor of the European Community .

5 The clause has exceptions . first, it does not influence the security and defense policy 
of neutral member states, which can still keep their neutrality . The second exception is 
that the clause does not apply to commitments undertaken within nato framework .
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petersberg missions were expanded . apart from the existing humanitarian and 
rescue missions, peacekeeping missions and armed missions aimed at handling 
crisis situations, additional actions were introduced, including common disar-
mament operations, military advisory and support missions, conflict prevention 
and peacekeeping missions, as well as peace-restoration and stabilization mis-
sions following the end of a conflict .

The Eu is an example of a cooperative security system, currently treated as 
most efficient and appropriate for contemporary demands . This system is based 
on the assumption that close cooperation of states as well as their enhanced 
connectivity not only of military but also economic, political, legal and cultural 
nature will create a situation in which using force in order to achieve goals of 
national policy will become impossible or very unlikely . The system stresses 
the need to prevent crises in interstate relations, and should they occur, they 
ought to be solved through amicable tools . it must be emphasized that since its 
foundation the Eu has made significant contribution to the process of keeping 
and strengthening international security through conflict prevention, respond-
ing to crises, supporting democracy and international legal system, as well as 
protecting human rights and civil freedoms . in response to threats to interna-
tional or regional security, the Eu has launched and still undertakes various 
autonomous civil and military operations . so far over 70 thousand soldiers and 
civil staff, delegated mainly but not exclusively by the member states, participated 
in over 30 Eu peacekeeping missions conducted on three continents . Those mis-
sions were of various nature, e .g . restoring and maintaining peace operations 
(Eu navfor Atalanta somalia, Concordia in the former yugoslav republic 
of Macedonia, Eufor Althea Bosnia and herzegovina); operations regarding 
the improvement of the rule of law (EuJust lEX iraq and EulEX Kosovo); po-
lice missions (EupM Bosnia and herzegovina, Eupol the democratic republic 
of the Congo, Eupol Copps and Eupol afghanistan); observation missions 
(EuMM Georgia); training and advisory missions (EuBaM rafah, EutM 
Mali); missions supporting security sector reform (EusEC the democratic 
republic of the Congo, uErsB Guinea-Bissau) .

it should be noted that the scope of Eu activity is continuously expanding, 
which results i .a . from agreements signed with the un, osCE, and first of all 
with nato . The organization is governed by three strategic priorities, i .e . re-
sponding to conflicts and external crises, building capabilities of the member 
states and protecting the community’s citizens . participation in missions is 
an important operational, but above all political value . Therefore the Eu should 
be more involved in crisis management and thus take even greater responsibility 
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for international security . The organization has enormous potential and thus can 
significantly contribute to the work of building peace and global order .

2. The origins and development of the transatlantic partnership

What is necessary to counter the multiple and increasingly complex challenges 
and threats of today’s world is close and effective cooperation not only between 
states but also the largest international organizations which deal with the issue 
of security in its broad sense . undoubtedly, nato and the Eu are such orga-
nizations . These entities are particular partners due to the fact that they share 
strategic interests and such values as democracy, liberty, sovereignty, civil rights 
and freedoms . Moreover, the vast majority of Eu countries (22 out of 28) are also 
members of the north atlantic alliance . Therefore these organizations should 
complement as well as support each other in their activities aimed at maintain-
ing peace and security not only in the transatlantic space but in all corners of 
the globe .

The political and formal-legal basis of the Eu–nato strategic partnership 
has evolved since the Eu was founded, particularly since the organization ad-
opted an autonomous security and defence policy . There are four main phases 
of mutual cooperation . The first period is marked with the Maastricht treaty 
coming into force in 1993 . The new situation that developed after the dissolu-
tion of the soviet union, the fall of the Warsaw pact and the entire Eastern 
Bloc caused the need for greater engagement of European states in ensuring 
security of the region, particularly with regard to the conflict that broke out 
in the Balkans . for this reason, Eu members decided to introduce a common 
security and defence policy . over time, they began to strive for development 
of its institutional and operational capabilities to conduct joint operations in 
crisis situations as well as for collective defense . Thus the Eu entered the area 
of competence previously held by nato . a partial solution to this complicated 
situation was the agreement concluded at the north atlantic Council summit in 
Brussels in 1994, settling the dispute between the transatlantic community re-
garding the European security and defence identity (Esdi) 6 . it was agreed that 
the Western European union (WEu), as an autonomous security organization 

6 European security and defence identity is a conception of security policy of 
the states of the European Community, which was formulated in the 1980s within 
the Western European union .
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of Western Europe, would constitute the European pillar of nato, and at 
the same time an armed branch of the Eu . during the 1996 nato summit in 
Berlin, the acceptance of the development of Esdi was confirmed, and it was 
agreed that nato would make its resources available for Eu needs, particularly 
during peacekeeping operations conducted by the WEu . This was a significant 
step towards restoring a balanced division of responsibility between nato and 
the Eu . at the subsequent nato summit in Washington in 1999, the basic 
principles of Eu–nato relations were formulated . The final communiqué said 
that nato and the Eu should establish mutual consultations, cooperation and 
transparency . summarizing the first stage of Eu–nato relations, it should be 
stated that it is perceived more in terms of competition than cooperation be-
tween the two organizations .

The second phase of cooperation began with the new millennium . it is re-
ferred to as formalization because the organizations tried to develop clear and 
effective methods of cooperation . The scope of cooperation and the ways of hold-
ing joint consultations on security issues were defined in January 2001 as part 
of the official exchange of letters between nato secretary General and the Eu 
presidency (lis, 2016) . at the European Council summit in leaken in december 
2001, it was announced that the Eu intended to conclude final arrangements 
with nato regarding the issues of security and to conclude agreements on 
ensuring its access to the alliance’s operational planning system, establishing 
the rules for making nato’s pre-defined assets and potential available to the Eu 
as well as for command options . These agreements were identified as necessary 
for European security and defence system as well as for enhancement of Eu 
capabilities to conduct crisis management operations (Wnioski Prezydencji…, 
2001) . in december 2002, the nato-Eu declaration on the European defence 
and security policy was adopted . it was one of the most important documents 
related to the strategic partnership between the organizations . The declaration 
recognized that the mutual relations would be based on such political principles 
as partnership, transparency, equality and balance, respect for decision-making 
autonomy as well as on the interests of the organization and its members, trans-
parent development of military capabilities common to the alliance and the Eu 
that would ensure mutual strengthening . What had a great significance for 
determining the formal grounds and framework of cooperation between the Eu 
and nato was the Berlin plus 7 package of agreements, finalized in March 2003, 

7 The name refers to the agreements adopted during the nato Berlin summit in June 
1999 . The Berlin plus agreement is a package of 1547 institutional agreements (mostly 
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which enabled the Eu to use nato military forces and resources during its own 
operations as well as provided the Eu with access to the alliance’s operational 
planning units, including nato’s European command . The parties also agreed 
on procedures of consultations related to the Eu’s missions where the alliance’s 
resources and capabilities would be used . furthermore, the availability of op-
tions for the European command within nato was increased, and the alli-
ance’s defence planning system was adjusted to take into account the availability 
of forces and resources for operations conducted by the Eu . The agreements 
ensured mutual consultations on operations conducted following the Berlin 
plus formula as well as coordination of the development of the partners’ military 
potential . The Berlin plus agreements initiated changes also in the institutional 
area . in 2005 the nato permanent liaison team was established at the Military 
staff of the European union, and in 2006 a similar Eu unit was established at 
the supreme headquarters allied powers Europe (shapE) . despite the great 
significance of the Berlin plus agreements, the actual needs for cooperation 
between the organizations went beyond the adopted arrangements, which was 
evidenced by the missions conducted simultaneously by the Eu and nato in 
Kosovo and somalia’s coastal waters . although both of the organizations had 
a similar mandate and the missions were conducted in the same region, the co-
ordination of actions and the exchange of intelligence information did not work 
between the Eu and nato . This necessitated adopting informal collaboration 
tools, such as personal arrangements between mission commanders, which was 
a prerequisite for increasing the security of military and civil staff . however, 
further agreements on the extension of cooperation scope were hindered due to 
divergences between the member states, which intensified in 2004 .

The crisis in Eu–nato relations (also the institutional ones) initiated the third 
phase of cooperation, referred to as normalization through deformalization of 
mutual relations (lis, 2016) . The situation was mainly caused by the intervention 
of us troops and coalition forces in iraq in 2003 as well as by the dispute between 
turkey and Cyprus  8, which made it impossible for the organizations to exchange 

informal) concluded between the Eu and nato . They determine i .a . the principles of 
safe exchange of information as well as the procedures of making use of nato’s resources 
and capabilities .

8 The reason for the conflict between the allies was Cyprus accession to the Eu in 
2004 . as a result, turkey blocked Cyprus signing a technical agreement on exchange of 
secret information, while Cyprus opposed turkey taking part in the European defence 
agency .
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secret information (also intelligence information), hindered the organization of 
meetings on strategic cooperation, and impeded the coordination of operations 
conducted in the same territory (terlikowski & Chapell, 2011) . a political bar-
rier to mutual cooperation was also the divergences between Eu member states 
regarding the development and the degree of autonomy of the common defense 
and security policy, as well as the significance of transatlantic ties, including 
the role of nato in ensuring European security . What can be recognized as 
an additional factor obstructing mutual contacts is the overly complicated de-
cision-making and organizational process adopted for Eu–nato cooperation . 
a measure applied with the intention to break the political impasse in the area 
of synchronization of the Eu’s and the alliance’s efforts was the establishment 
of the Eu–nato Capability Group in 2003 . its task was to ensure coherence and 
mutual support in the development of the Eu’s and nato’s operational capabili-
ties . Moreover, the working cooperation at various levels was expanded . apart 
from the meetings between the Eu high representative for foreign affairs and 
security policy and nato secretary General, the recurrent meetings between 
the north atlantic Council and the Eu political and security Committee were 
also held . Moreover, regular contacts were maintained between representatives 
of nato’s international Military staff, the General secretariat of the Council of 
the European union, the Eu Military staff (EuMs), and the European defence 
agency (Eda) . in order to increase the complementarity of research projects 
and to avoid duplication of efforts and costs, contacts between the European de-
fence agency and the allied Command transformation were developed . hope 
for improvement in formal cooperation between nato and the Eu also rested 
on the 2007 lisbon treaty; however, its provisions did not have much impact 
on mutual relations . it was only in december 2013 that the European Coun-
cil held a debate on security issues, during which actions aimed at increasing 
Eu–nato cooperation were determined . it was stated that the development of 
common security and defence policy should be complementary to nato opera-
tions; however, with respect to the procedural and decision-making autonomy 
of the parties . it was assumed that common security and defence policy would 
strengthen European security as well as contribute to peace and stability in 
the Eu’s neighbor countries . unfortunately, as early as in 2014 it turned out that 
in the face of aggressive activities of the russian federation in ukraine, the Eu 
was not able to react adequately . however, it must be said that the new political 
conditions, particularly the fact that there had been a real threat from russia, 
positively influenced the dynamics of changes in Eu–nato relations, which 
entered the fourth phase, referred to as retightening of cooperation between 
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the two organizations . Currently, this cooperation is highly dynamic, which is 
described in the final part of this article .

3. Joint initiatives of the European Union and NATO   
 in the field of security

The two organizations have been incessantly (however, with various intensity) 
cooperating in the area of peace and security since the Eu was founded . Their 
reaction to russia’s actions in ukraine in 2014 is considered a particular testi-
mony to effectiveness of this cooperation . The European union imposed severe 
economic sanctions against the russian federation; in turn, nato supported 
those sanctions and at the largest scale since the end of the Cold War strength-
ened the collective defence capabilities of European countries, particularly those 
neighboring russia . in the face of a real threat, the intensity of political and 
military cooperation between the Eu and nato also increased significantly  9 .

up to that moment, Eu–nato cooperation had aimed mainly at preparing 
and conducting various military and civil operations in regions where crisis 
situations emerged . Joint actions on such a significant issue as international 
security strongly influenced the process of strengthening their mutual relations . 
The conducted actions were usually based on the un security Council resolu-
tions and the joint agreements concluded between the Eu and nato .

The first Eu military operation that facilitated the implementation of 
the Berlin plus agreements was the Concordia mission, conducted in the former 
yugoslav republic of Macedonia . it replaced nato’s peacekeeping mission 
Allied Harmony, whose aim was to ensure implementation of and compliance 
with the ohrid agreement, which ended the conflict between the yugoslav 
republic of Macedonia and albania . The activities of Eu forces, in which 300 
soldiers took part, began on March 31, 2003 and lasted until mid-december of 
the same year . during this mission, the Eu used the resources and capabilities 
of the alliance, which was possible thanks to the arrangements of the Berlin plus 
agreement . The operation showed that the nato-Eu cooperation in security 

9 at 2016 nato summit in Warsaw, the secretary General of nato Jens stoltenberg 
stated that the partnership between nato and the Eu was gaining new meaning and 
a historical decision was made that would allow them to cooperate even more closely . 
he cited the fact that more agreements had been made over the preceding six months 
than over the previous 13 years as a proof of developing cooperation, and went on to claim 
that it was time to elevate this cooperation to a higher level .
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entered a practical dimension . it also confirmed the Eu’s ability to conduct 
small-scale military operations . The experience that the Eu gained from this 
mission allowed the organization to prepare for the next, even more complex, 
peacekeeping operation Althea, also conducted in the Balkans . The contingent 
sent by the member states was 7,000 soldiers and in december 2004 replaced 
nato’s stabilization force sfor . The mission’s goal was to supervise adherence 
by the conflicted parties (serbia, Croatia and Bosnia) to the dayton peace agree-
ment of 1995, which ended the war in former yugoslavia . as in the previous 
operation, Eu units used nato’s resources and capabilities .

another mission conducted in the Balkans was EulEX Kosovo, believed to 
be one of the largest civilian missions of the Eu, which started at the begin-
ning of 2008 and aimed at providing support to the authorities of independ-
ent Kosovo during the establishing of the rule of law, judiciary system, police 
forces and customs . at that time, nato forces (Kfor) were responsible for 
maintaining security in Kosovo, according to un security Council resolution 
1244 of 1999 . although the tasks performed by the alliance were different from 
the union’s, the parties agreed on the principles of cooperation, particularly on 
the ground . The principles provided guidelines to responding to riots, border 
control, military support for civilian operations, exchange of information, and 
training of Kosovo policemen . This was an example of a coherent policy of these 
organizations, thanks to which security in Kosovo improved significantly .

The Eu was also involved in activities focused on maritime security . opera-
tion navfor atalanta was its first activity in this field . launched at the end of 
2008, the mission was to ensure shipping safety by preventing and suppressing 
acts of piracy in somali territorial waters . Therefore it served to protect the mem-
ber states’ commercial interests, and its geopolitical goal went far beyond the ex-
ternal borders of the Eu . at that time similar actions were also taken by nato 
as part of the allied provider operation . although nato and Eu operations 
were conducted separately, independently of the Berlin plus agreement, they 
were an unquestionable contribution to the development of Eu–nato rela-
tions aimed at ensuring maritime security . The experience of that mission made 
the Eu adopt in 2014 the Maritime security strategy (EuMss) – a plan which 
stressed the significance of cooperation on maritime security with other entities 
and international partners, particularly with nato and the un .

nato and the Eu also engage in various, often joint activities to maintain 
maritime security in the Mediterranean sea . one of such activities is the military 
operation Eu navfor Med sophia, established in 2015 and tasked with search-
ing, seizing or turning back vessels that might smuggle migrants . after the 2016 
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Warsaw summit of nato, these Eu activities gained support of the alliance 
which launched operations as a part of the sEa Guardian nato mission . 
Thanks to this, the activities of smuggling groups were notably curbed and many 
tragedies were avoided . These examples prove that also in maritime security 
the Eu and the alliance complement one another .

to summarize, it should be noted that the Eu and nato often conducted 
autonomous military and civilian operations in the same region and with 
a similar purpose . however, formal ties between the mission leaderships were 
not always functioning, which most often was caused by political restrictions 
resulting from e .g . emphasizing the issue of each organization’s autonomy . due 
to that, during the operation it was necessary to develop informal mechanisms 
that ensured institutionalization of cooperation and thus positively influenced 
its proper functioning . in order to improve the cooperation, the Eu and nato 
created and improved a structure within their respective command system, 
particularly a network of connections between the commands responsible for 
strategic planning, which facilitated the coordination of joint operations . politi-
cal control and strategic command over Eu missions was held by the political 
and security Committee, while the Military Committee monitored the correct 
realization of the mission .

The joint operations were an example of practical implementation of provi-
sions included in previous agreements between the organizations, mainly in 
the Berlin plus agreement . Thanks to this agreement, during the peacekeeping 
operations (e .g . Concordia and Althea) the Eu could use nato’s military re-
sources, capabilities and planning data, while the alliance could use the Eu’s 
civilian and police resources . it should also be noted that the Eu is becoming 
an increasingly active participant in global security activities and has the capac-
ity to respond to crises . although so far the Eu’s activities have been limited, 
they have undoubtedly contributed to shaping international security .

4. New areas and prospects for cooperation

Building international security effectively requires further increased and coher-
ent cooperation between the Eu and nato . The organizations should approach 
security issues comprehensively, defining the most important tasks in this field . 
potential areas of future cooperation were identified during the north atlantic 
Council meeting in december 2015 . it was agreed that apart from cooperation 
in strengthening the resilience of states in the african and Middle East region 
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and in counteracting hybrid threats, the area of cooperation will also include 
developing the capabilities of the Eu and nato members (ignatiuk, 2016) .

The need to strengthen cooperation and coordination of security activities 
was also highlighted in the 2016 Global Strategy on foreign and security policy 
for the EU as well as in the joint declaration on Eu–nato cooperation signed 
during the Warsaw nato summit in July 2016 . These documents defined how 
organizations can jointly respond to current and future security challenges and 
threats .

The new Eu strategy assumes closer transatlantic cooperation . The Eu in-
tends to invest in strong ties with nato, which help strengthen their resilience 
and resolve conflicts . The partnership with the alliance will be strengthened 
through coordinated development of defense capabilities, joint exercises, activi-
ties aimed at building the ability to counteract hybrid and cybernetic threats, 
and promoting maritime safety . Cooperation in security will primarily concern 
activities related to crisis management, combating terrorism, cyberspace, 
migration, energy and climate . The us will remain a global partner of the Eu . 
The organization aims to form with the us a transatlantic trade and investment 
partnership (ttip), which is an expression of commitment to shared values  10 . 
The Eu also intends to intensify political dialogue and cooperation for disarma-
ment, non-proliferation, arms control and combating organized crime .

in turn, the 2016 joint declaration on Eu–nato cooperation should be re-
garded as an attempt to invest mutual cooperation with fresh impetus . The decla-
ration repeated political principles of strategic partnership and specified the key 
areas of mutual cooperation between the organizations . This is the first docu-
ment which made the parties decide to strengthen cooperation, particularly in 
the following areas (Council Conclusions…, 2016):
 1 . Countering hybrid threats – building resilience, analytical cooperation in 

prevention and early detection, information sharing, joint exercises with 
elements characteristic of hybrid threats, joint activities in strategic com-
munication, and preparation of coordinated cooperation procedures .

 2 . operational cooperation including maritime issues – strengthening 
cooperation, coordination and synergy between operations conducted by 
nato and the Eu on the Mediterranean sea and the aegean sea in order 
to ensure maritime security (countering illegal migration and terrorism) .

10 transatlantic trade and investment partnership (ttip) is a trade agreement that 
has been negotiated between the Eu and the us since 2013 . its main objective is creation 
of a free trade zone . 
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 3 . Cyber security and defence – joint analysis, prevention and detection, 
information sharing (including intelligence information) and strengthen-
ing cooperation in research innovation and technology regarding cyber 
defence .

 4 . defence capabilities – creating and developing coherent, complemen-
tary and interoperational defence capabilities . The member states have 
common potential that can be used in various configurations during 
operations conducted by the organizations . Their operational capabilities 
should be developed in the multinational dimension and reinforced by 
relevant procedures applied by the Eu and nato . The procedures should 
also take cognizance of the nature and scope of responsibility of these 
institutions . it is also significant to strive through closer staff contacts for 
greater consistency in multinational actions and the results of nato’s 
defense planning process as well as the Eu’s capability development plan . 
The organizations will also be moving towards complementarity of mul-
tinational programs developed as part of nato and Eu smart defence . 
This particularly applies to areas of common interest, such as air trans-
port, cyber defense, satellite communications, and remotely controlled 
unmanned air systems . it is also planned to enhance interoperability 
through increased interaction and harmonization of standardization-re-
lated activities . developing and maintaining defence capabilities requires 
both new investments and optimization of resource use .

 5 . defence industry and research – developing the defence industry, inten-
sifying research on defence, developing dialogue between Eu and nato 
staff on industrial aspects, and enhancing cooperation on defence-related 
r & t in common areas of interest .

 6 . Exercises – led by nato or the Eu, mainly related to crisis management, 
should include a hybrid element .

 7 . defence and security capacity-building – “cooperation, including on 
the ground, on building partners’ capacity and resilience, in particular in 
the Western Balkans, the Eastern and southern neighbourhoods, includ-
ing Georgia, republic of Moldova, ukraine (…)” (Council Conclusions…, 
2016, p . 10); realization of support programmes and projects .

 8 . strengthening political dialogue between Eu and nato – regular formal 
and informal psC-naC meetings, strengthening “cross briefings to re-
spective Committees and Councils” (Council Conclusions…, 2016, p . 10) .

 9 . staff to staff cooperation – strengthening staff to staff interaction by 
means of regular meetings, at various levels, establishing contact-points 
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in the Eu and nato to ensure better communication (Council Conclu-
sions…, 2016, p . 11) .

however, the realization of these ambitious tasks depends on many factors . 
one of them is the political will of the member states, particularly those which 
still treat both organizations as a forum for promoting particular interests, 
which do not agree upon their stance, or which do not present a unified position 
on important matters . These polarities are related to e .g . an idea for the desired 
degree of autonomy of the common security and defense policy, the importance 
of transatlantic ties and nato’s leading role in ensuring European security 
(ignatiuk, 2016) .

operations led by nato and the Eu suggest that certain European coun-
tries have significantly lost their ability to conduct operations in crisis situations . 
This is mainly due to a great reduction in defense funding – an element that 
causes exacerbation of mutual transatlantic relations, particularly with the us . 
The technological advantage of the us over other member states is increasing . 
Therefore the question remains whether the country will be still interested in co-
operation with its European allies as the us involvement in this region is gradu-
ally falling . it has been particularly visible during donald trump’s presidency  11 . 
us withdrawal from Europe would mean a deep crisis in security . stabilization 
in Europe is still based on the military power of the us and the protection of 
american nuclear umbrella . With the growing threat from russia as well as in-
ternational terrorism, it would be a great mistake to weaken transatlantic ties . 
Thus conflicting interests, and particularly the destructive behaviour of certain 
states can affect various trends in common security policy followed by the Eu and 
the alliance . a pessimistic, extremely unfavorable scenario assumes the grow-
ing divergence of interests between Eu member states and nato allies, which 
would lead to weakening of cohesion and solidarity, or even to the collapse of 
these organizations . This would mean a progressive decline in the level of at-
lantic and global security, expressed primarily by return to the policy of power 
and pressures, as well as a rising number of internal and international conflicts, 
lessened respect for international law, and decreasing influence of other inter-
national organizations, such as the un . in turn, the withdrawal of the us from 
political, military and economic involvement in Europe would lead to European 
countries being left alone and, as a result, to the weakening and even collapsing 

11 during the G-7 summit held in Canada in June 2018, us president donald trump 
criticized allies from nato and the Eu in a series of tweets, accusing them of unfair 
trade practices and insufficient defense spending .
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of their defense system, which is still based on strategic relations with Washing-
ton . such a situation would force intensification of activities related to individ-
ual European countries – or groups of countries associated in new institutions 
building their own defense capabilities, which would be a long-term and very 
costly process . however, there should be hope that in the future the Eu–nato 
cooperation will develop with a view to integration, favorable for Europe’s secu-
rity in all dimensions, particularly the military one . Therefore what comes out as 
significant is to pursue a coherent development strategy of cooperation between 
the Eu and nato in order to improve strategic collaboration and mutual sup-
port . The Eu should be still developing its security and defence policy . however, 
this process must be complementary, not competitive, to nato, e .g . through 
duplication the functions and structures . Both organizations should also have 
a clear vision of their role in the transatlantic and international security system, 
which will also positively influence their mutual relations .

it should be therefore expected that Eu cohesiveness and capability to act in 
the international arena will be maintained, there will be further strengthening 
of nato’s power and credibility, the Eu–nato cooperation will be intensified, 
and us political-military presence in Europe will be continued . This is the most 
probable scenario, based on the hypothesis that despite some moments of crisis, 
the Eu and the alliance will be still developing and unquestionably contributing 
to the process of building peace and security .

Conclusions

The presented information leads to the conclusion that the Eu and nato are not 
only the most significant security and cooperative institutions in the Euro-asian 
region but also key subjects in terms of global security . This is mostly a result of 
convergent catalogue of interests and strategic goals, shared values and comple-
mentary operationability of the member states, the majority of which belong 
to both organizations . These factors determine continuation and intensification 
of cooperation between the Eu and nato . strengthening of the partnership 
is necessary due to new complex challenges and threats emerging in the cur-
rently unstable security environment – challenges that neither nato nor the Eu 
would be able to face alone . By working together the organizations are able to use 
different instruments to efficiently defend their citizens and increase European 
and global stability . Thus efficient functioning of these organizations depends on 
common and coherent security policy, so strengthening effective cooperation is 
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a necessity and nowadays seems more important than in the past . With coopera-
tion, organizations have more capabilities and resources at their disposal when 
reacting to a variety of crisis situations, and they can achieve a desired syner-
gistic effect . The need to cooperate also emerges in the context of the so-called 
comprehensive approach to security, which frequently requires not only military 
or political but also civil means, and it is the Eu that has most of the latter . 
however, the organizations should cooperate in the spirit of complementarity, 
fully respecting the institutional framework as well as inclusivity and decision-
making autonomy of both structures . stronger Eu means stronger nato, and 
more powerful nato means more influence on shaping world peace and order . 
Thus the time has come to invest this strategic partnership with fresh impetus 
and new meaning .
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